Abstract stomatal conductance', was induced by applying ABA through the transpiration stream and was detected using Stomatal heterogeneity that is systematic at large starch accumulation and direct visual observation of scales and random at small scales is observed under stomatal apertures. Subsequent studies have found patchy most conditions. The reverse situation, distinguished stomatal conductance in response to many perturbations by the co-ordination of stomatal behaviour at small and have used various techniques to detect it (Beyschlag scales and its disco-ordination at large scales, is and Eckstein, 1998; Pospíšilová and Š antrů ček, 1994; known as 'patchy stomatal conductance'; it appears Terashima, 1992). to be less common and has yet to be explained Patchy stomatal conductance is interesting for at mechanistically. This phenomenon is reviewed in the least two reasons. Firstly, it can affect the calculation of context of possible mechanisms, and a variety of intercellular CO 2 concentration and therefore has importpotential mechanisms are briefly described. Hydraulic ant implications for the interpretation of gas-exchange interactions among stomata are proposed as a mechdata. Secondly, it suggests the existence of previously anism that may explain many aspects of patchiness unsuspected mechanisms, or unrecognized aspects of and are discussed in detail in the context of recent known mechanisms, for stomatal functioning. It is this modelling and experimental work in this area.
Introduction
, and the reader is referred Heterogeneity among stomata on a single leaf exists at to these for more information on the subject. This article several spatial and temporal scales and has many facets.
will address primarily the mechanism for patchy stomatal Several stomatal characters show apparent random variconductance, which has not been addressed to any ability over the leaf surface. At the smallest scale, these substantial degree in the published literature and has, include the size of each individual guard cell pair and the therefore, received less attention in previous reviews. steady-state pore aperture under a particular environment
The approach of this discussion will be first to review condition (for reviews see Weyers and Lawson, 1997;  the phenomenology of patchy stomatal conductance in Spence, 1987) . At larger scales, variability is seen in both the context of possible mechanisms, then briefly to sumstomatal density and average stomatal conductance marize general possibilities for mechanisms and, finally, among different regions of the leaf ( Weyers and Lawson, to consider recent evidence concerning the role of 1997; Pospíšilová and Š antrů ček, 1994) . These aspects of hydraulic mechanisms. stomatal heterogeneity have been apparent since the first microscopic examinations of stomata. More recently, a special case of stomatal heterogeneity has been reported What is patchy stomatal conductance?
in which stomata in small but distinct regions of a leaf are mostly closed while stomata in adjacent regions are In the light of the different kinds of heterogeneity in stomatal apertures discussed above, the term 'patchy' mostly open ( Terashima et al., 1988; Downton et al., 1988) . In these studies the phenomenon, called 'patchy clearly does not apply to all cases of heterogeneity. It is tempting to define the term based on scale, and conclude To address the problems raised above, patchiness may be defined as 'the appearance of co-ordinated behaviour that any variation occurring at a scale larger than an areole qualifies as patchiness. However, this definition below a threshold spatial scale, coupled with nonsystematic heterogeneity at larger scales.' This excludes fails because stomatal size and density as well as xylem water potential and, therefore, the overall water status of random variability, which should be independent of spatial scale, and it allows for systematic gradients within adjoining tissues may vary among regions of the leaf ( Yang and Tyree, 1996) . The broad gradients in aperture areoles or across entire leaves. This definition also leads immediately to a more well-defined goal in the search for caused by this type of variation are generally not considered as 'patchy' stomatal conductance, although they may mechanisms of patchy stomatal conductance. Such cause errors in the calculation of c i similar to those mechanisms must cause the average stomatal behaviour caused by patchy stomatal conductance if gas-exchange of different patches to diverge, while allowing for measurements are performed on a sufficiently large leaf co-ordinated stomatal behaviour within each patch. area.
Patchiness could also be defined by requiring that the Prevalence of patchy stomatal conductance stomata within each patch behave more like one another
The prevalence of patchy stomatal conductance is difficult than like the stomata in an adjacent patch. However, to determine with accuracy, primarily because of the there are apparently no published data addressing the technical difficulty in detecting the phenomenon. The behaviour of individual stomata within a patch.
number of treatments that can cause patchy stomatal Terashima et al. (1988) measured apertures on leaves conductance has increased steadily since patchiness was with patchy stomatal conductance, but in that study it first described in response to ABA ( Terashima et al., was only stated that areas with no starch accumulation 1988; Downton et al., 1988) . Known effectors of stomatal had few open stomata and vice versa. There are numerous patchiness now include water stress (Sharkey and studies that show that stomata within a small area tend Seemann, 1989; Gunasekera and Berkowitz, 1992) , low to behave similarly (Saxe, 1979; Kappen et al., 1987) , humidity (Mott et al., 1993; Beyschlag et al., 1992) , a and the data of Laisk et al. (1980) also suggest a certain sudden change from high to low light (Cardon et al., level of local uniformity in stomatal apertures. However, 1994; Eckstein et al., 1996) , and a sudden change from none of these studies employed leaves that were known darkness to high light (Bro et al., 1996) . Several studies to be exhibiting patchy stomatal conductance, and since have shown that plants in natural environments it seems possible that mechanisms causing heterogeneity repeatably undergo patchy stomatal closure during at larger scales could increase variability at small scales, specific periods of the day (Beyschlag and Pfanz, 1990 ; these data cannot be used with certainty to address During and Loveys, 1996) , and patchiness has been heterogeneity of apertures within a patch.
observed in a large number of species and families The question of stomatal behaviour within a patch is ( Eckstein, 1997) . All of the above suggests that patchy further complicated by the fact that all of the methods stomatal conductance could be fairly common. used thus far for the detection of patchy stomatal closure Because heterogeneous stomatal conductance can cause probably average stomatal conductance over an area overestimation of the average intercellular CO 2 partial corresponding to many stomata and perhaps to a single pressure (c i ) in leaf gas-exchange measurements, stomatal areole for heterobaric leaves ( leaves with bundle sheath patchiness should be readily detectable as a transient or extensions that block gas diffusion between adjacent unexpected deviation from the steady-state relationship areoles). This is true for starch accumulation and chlorobetween CO 2 assimilation (A) and c i (see Pospíšilová and phyll fluorescence imaging partly because the resolution Š antrů ček, 1997, for a review). However, this issue has of the techniques as applied thus far is not high enough been muddled by conflicting results. While modelling and partly because lateral diffusion of CO 2 within the analyses show that many random distributions of leaf will tend to average c i for a given areole. It is true stomatal aperture do not cause large changes in the A for vacuum infiltration of leaves because the resistance of versus c i relationship (Cheeseman, 1991) , it has been an areole to infiltration will be determined by the most experimentally shown that large deviations from the A open stomata in that areole, that is, if one or two stomata versus c i curve can occur in conjunction with some patchy are fairly wide open while all others in the areole are conductance distributions (Mott, 1995) . The latter study mostly closed, the entire areole will infiltrate. Thus, until prompted a more complete analysis of patchy stomatal data for the behaviour of neighbouring individual stomata conductance based on computer modelling (Buckley et al., on a leaf showing patchy stomatal closure are available, 1997). That study showed that stomatal patchiness causes hypothetical mechanisms need not explain co-ordinated large changes in the measured relationship between A behaviour of all stomata within an areole, only enough and c i only for conductance distributions that are focused stomata to influence the average conductance for the patch.
at low conductances, are relatively bimodal, have very large ranges, or are right-skewed (meaning that more leaf Stomatal oscillations have been hypothesized to be caused by lags between feedback loops controlling area has a conductance below the mean than above it). Any distribution not meeting one of these criteria was stomatal aperture (Cowan, 1972; Delwiche and Cooke, 1977; Haefner et al., 1997) . Thus variability in the behavishown to have a minimal effect on gas-exchange calculations.
our of patches could result from variability in the average characteristics of stomatal oscillations for each patch, or Early observations of patchy stomatal conductance reported that the average conductance within each patch from the dominating influence of certain oscillating stomata within any given patch. It is, however, difficult was either quite low or quite high, resulting in a bimodal distribution of conductances among patches ( Terashima to devise a mechanism that results in both oscillating and stable patches on the same leaf. One possibility is a et al., 1988) . Subsequent studies (Daley et al., 1989; Beyschlag et al., 1992; Mott, 1995) Spatial and temporal characteristics demonstrated for patchiness caused by low humidity using fluorescence imaging (Mott et al., 1993) , and it has Patches can range in size from a single areole to at least several millimetres across, but they are usually bounded been inferred from gas-exchange data for patchiness caused by ABA (Fall and Monson, 1992) . This finding by veins (Beyschlag and Eckstein, 1998; Pospíšilová and Š antrů ček, 1994; Terashima, 1992) . It is possible that this suggests that the mechanism for patchy stomatal conductance involves the epidermis or tissues close to epidermis aspect of patchiness is an artefact of the measurement techniques because both infiltrated water and CO 2 and does not involve a general signal from the mesophyll in a localized area of the leaf. diffusion will be blocked by veins in heterobaric leaves (see above). However, if patches are really bounded by veins, it suggests that veins must present a barrier to any Possible mechanisms for stomatal patchiness mechanism that co-ordinates stomatal behaviour. It also suggests a possible role for hydraulics, because water flow
There are very few data that directly address mechanisms for patchy stomatal conductance, but from the discussion normally occurs centripetally in vein-bounded regions. In heterobaric plants, veins also represent a barrier to gasabove it is possible to deduce some general characteristics of a possible mechanism. First of all, it seems unlikely phase diffusion within the leaf, so the bounding of patches by veins also suggests a possible role for a gaseous signal that patchy stomatal conductance results directly from differences in average stomatal size or density for regions such as intercellular CO 2 . The temporal characteristics of patchy stomatal of a leaf because such patterns in conductance would most likely persist over wide ranges of conditions. In conductance can be complex. Several studies have shown that the conductance of some patches may oscillate while contrast, the patterns of patchy conductance can change rapidly, and patchiness appears suddenly in response to other patches on the same leaf do not (Cardon et al., 1994; Siebke and Weis, 1995) . In these studies, the phase, some environmental perturbations. The diversity of treatments causing patchy stomatal closure suggests that the period, and amplitude of the oscillations varied substantially among patches on a single leaf. In other studies mechanism is inherent in normal stomatal functioning and is not simply an aberration caused by a single unusual there were apparently no oscillatory patches, but the pattern of patches was not always constant over time perturbation. It is conceivable that different mechanisms are responsible for the occurrence of patchiness in (Daley et al., 1989; Mott, 1995) . In addition to changes in pattern, the range of conductance values for patches response to each perturbation, so any given mechanism does not necessarily have to explain, or even be consistent was shown to be large during stomatal closure following ABA treatment, but the range declined as stomatal with all of these stimuli. Nevertheless, Occam's Razor suggests that the simplest case-namely, the smallest set conductance stabilized at a lower value (Mott, 1995) . of mechanisms that can account for all of these observacommon to all stomata within the areole, assuming changes in the vein water potential are not localized to tions-is the most likely case, and it is useful to begin a search for the mechanism with this assumption.
one part of the areole boundary. This assumption appears justified by the fact that both hydraulic resistance and There are two distinct aspects of patchiness that require a mechanistic explanation: (1) the co-ordination of capacitance within the xylem are very small (Malone, 1993) , suggesting that any hydraulic perturbations or stomatal behaviour within a patch, and (2) the divergence of average stomatal behaviours among patches. signals will be propagated rapidly and uniformly throughout the xylem. Some of these candidates for general signals could also Co-ordination within patches mediate local interactions between adjacent stomata. Most evidence suggests that stomata are capable of Chemical or electrical signals need not be uniformly or responding individually to environmental perturbations instantly propagated through an areole. For example, in (Spence, 1987; Saxe, 1979; Lange et al., 1971) , and it the process of initiating pore closure, a guard cell pair seems likely that much of the stomatal response observed may chemically alter the local apoplastic environment in at larger scales is a result of these individual responses.
some way (by slowing rates of proton extrusion, or Nevertheless, the characteristics of patchy stomatal conreleasing potassium ions or ABA). This change may be ductance discussed above strongly suggest that there is small in magnitude or spatial extent, and influence only also some mechanism that tends to co-ordinate the behavithat guard cell pair's immediate neighbours. Similarly, our of nearby stomata. Furthermore, since patchy changes in the surface potential of a guard cell pair stomatal conductance is not ubiquitous, under many may only be strong enough to influence the nearest conditions this mechanism must act uniformly or not guard cells. Local signals of this nature could effect at all.
co-ordinating interactions among neighbouring stomata There are at least two general types of mechanisms for without being uniformly distributed throughout the producing co-ordination of stomatal behaviour within a areole. Hydraulic and mechanical interactions are also patch. First, there could be some general signal that strong candidates for a local phenomenon that leads to affects all stomata within a patch, causing them to behave co-ordinated behaviour within an areole, and they are more or less identically. Second, there could be direct discussed in detail below. interactions among adjoining stomata that tend to co-ordinate their behaviour. These two general scenarios Different behaviour among patches are not mutually exclusive, nor are they always clearly distinguishable from one another.
The most simple explanation for differences in behaviour among patches is spatial and temporal variation in some Several candidates for a general signal exist. Local production and distribution of a diffusible chemical signal local signal that co-ordinates stomatal behaviour within the patch. However, different behaviour of patches might such as ABA, IAA, potassium ions, or other molecules that influence stomatal behaviour could account for many also be caused by random variation in the responses of individual stomata, which when combined with local of the observed responses. Differences between areoles in the magnitude of a chemical signal will tend to be interactions (see above) causes variation in the emergent collective behaviour of small groups of stomata (Haefner maintained by transpirational water flow, which is mostly centripetal (from the veins). Leaf intercellular CO 2 Mott et al., 1997; see below) . There are many possible causes of random variation in stomatal responses. could also serve as a co-ordinating signal, because a change in aperture of a single stoma or a few stomata Guard cells may vary in their sensitivity to extrinsic factors such as ABA and CO 2 , and if the average sensitivwithin an areole could substantially change the c i for the entire areole. However, the closure of a few stomata in ity to these factors differs between areoles, then the temporal aspects of stomatal responses will also differ. an areole will decrease c i for neighbouring stomata, causing them to open more and thereby increasing withinVariation in guard cell sensitivity to ABA may arise by interactions with other potentially variable factors. For areole variability in aperture. It is unlikely that water vapour within the intercellular spaces could serve as a example, the effects of ABA on stomata appear to be limited by both indole-3-acetic acid (IAA) (Snaith and co-ordinating signal because most data show that the air in the intercellular spaces is saturated with water vapour Mansfield, 1982a), and increasing external potassium ion concentrations ( Wilson et al., 1978) . The stomatal (so the vapour pressure depends only on temperature), and the high thermal conductivity of water makes physioresponse to CO 2 is also variable. Some plants grown without exposure to stress tend to be unresponsive to logically significant temperature gradients within a single areole unlikely.
CO 2 , but applied ABA sensitizes these plants to CO 2 (Raschke, 1977 (Sharpe et al., 1987) suggests that epidermal turgor may dominate the control of aperture, so that an the effect. More importantly, it would propagate the perturbation to yet other neighbouring stomata. The equal increase of turgor pressure in epidermal and guard cells decreases stomatal aperture. The ratio of the sensitivopposite set of events would occur in response to ities of aperture to epidermal and guard cell turgor, often stomatal closure. called the 'mechanical advantage' (Sharpe et al., 1987) , It has not been determined experimentally whether would then be greater than unity. Most available evidence changes in transpiration of one stoma can actually influsuggests a range of values between 1 and 2.5 ( Edwards ence the turgor of epidermal cells adjoining another stoma et al., 1976; Meidner and Bannister, 1979; Peter Franks, by a sufficient amount to change their aperture. However, personal communication; Tom Buckley, unpublished changes in water potential should propagate along the data). The mechanical advantage directly controls the epidermis because water flow occurs substantially along response of aperture to changes in epidermal water relathe epidermis in many species (Sheriff and Meidner, tions, so stomatal behaviour will vary with this parameter.
1974), and there is no evidence for separate water pathVariability in the mechanical advantage could involve ways to each stoma from the xylem. Once propagated, differences in the geometrical relationships of guard and these changes in water potential should influence the epidermal cells (Sharpe et al., 1987) or in the mechanical aperture of other stomata. This effect was observed by properties of guard cell walls. The mechanical advantage Sheriff and Meidner (1974) , who reported propagation may therefore vary with levels of IAA, which loosens cell of water potential changes through the epidermis over a walls (Salisbury and Ross, 1992) .
distance of several cm. Hydraulic interactions of this nature, when coupled with feedback loops for humidity and CO 2 , may lead to the complex, co-ordinated stomatal
Hydraulic mechanisms
responses that are characteristic of patchy stomatal Hydraulic mechanisms are an attractive starting point in conductance. the investigation of patchy stomatal conductance for several reasons. Firstly, the apparent delimitation of Modelling patches by veins strongly suggests a hydraulic mechanism To investigate the possibility that hydraulic interactions (assuming it is not an artefact of the measurement techamong stomata could produce co-ordinated movements niques, as discussed above). Since veins are effectively of stomata in a single areole, a spatially-explicit mathemridges of high water potential surrounding an area of atical model of stomatal functioning in an intact leaf was water potential drawdown (because of transpiration), the constructed that included the hydraulic interactions dissupply of water they provide may serve as a general, cussed in the preceding section (Haefner et al., 1997). co-ordinating hydraulic signal within an areole. Secondly, The principal assumptions are that water evapourates hydraulic mechanisms could operate quickly enough to from the epidermis or from a tissue in close hydraulic co-ordinate the relatively rapid movements associated contact with the epidermis, that stomata are not supplied with patches that oscillate (Malone, 1993) , whereas with water by unique pathways, and that stomatal diffusible chemical signals might not. Finally, there is a aperture is determined by both guard cell and epidermal great deal of evidence (see below) that stomatal aperture turgor pressure. is influenced by epidermal cells in addition to guard cells, The model has two components. The first governs the and that transpiration affects epidermal water relations.
behaviour of each individual 'stomatal unit', defined as a The dynamic water relations of transpiring epidermal guard cell pair and the surrounding epidermal tissue, and tissues could therefore form the basis of interactions is fundamentally similar to the model described by among neighbouring stomata. Delwiche and Cooke (1977) . To produce a hyperbolic One possible mechanism for these interactions is based dependence of stomatal conductance on the mole fraction on the observations that (1) an increase in transpiration gradient for water vapour across the stomatal pore (Dw) rate caused by a decrease in ambient humidity causes a and a linear dependence on transpiration (Monteith, rapid decrease in epidermal turgor pressure (Shackel and 1995) , guard cell osmotic pressure was regulated by Brinckmann, 1985) , and (2) guard and epidermal cell epidermal turgor such that stomatal aperture increases turgor act antagonistically in controlling stomatal aperwith epidermal turgor and, therefore, decreases with Dw. ture (Spence et al., 1983; Edwards et al., 1976; Franks et al., 1995; Sharpe et al., 1987) . Therefore, if a single
The second component of the model links adjacent stomatal units by modelling water flow through the oscillating apertures at high Dw. Local interactions among stomata, and the implications of such interactions, became adjoining epidermal tissues. An areole is represented by a grid of linked stomatal units surrounded by veins that apparent in model runs that varied stomatal characteristics and/or initial conditions. With spatially randomized supply water, but do not themselves experience changes in water potential (this simplification rules out interinitial conditions for water potential and guard cell osmotic potential, the model predicted the emergence of actions between areoles). The parameters and output lack rigorous physical units, so their numerical values should a co-ordinated stomatal conductance time-course within each areole. The actual value of conductance varied only be considered as quantitative measures only relative to one another. The reader is referred to Haefner et al.
systematically within the areole (with proximity to veins), and stomata oscillated synchronously at high Dw (1997) for a detailed description of the model.
When all stomata were given identical characteristics ( Fig. 1b) . Thus, the model predicts that hydraulic interactions can co-ordinate stomatal behaviour within an and initial conditions, the model predicted stomatal responses to humidity similar to those observed in leaves, areole. When stomatal characteristics were spatially randomincluding a transition from stable apertures at low Dw to Fig. 1 . Stomatal conductance ( g s , arbitrary units) versus timestep for each of 16 stomata within an areole when the water potential and osmotic pressure for each guard cell pair were assigned random initial conditions. Both panels show g s converging to a uniform pattern of behaviour throughout the areole as a result of stomatal interactions. The quantitative differences in g s among stomata within an areole were due to random variation in stomatal characteristics (in panel (a), discussed below), and varying proximity to veins (in both panels; stomata with the same proximity to veins had similar values of g s , and these groups are labelled with an open, grey or solid box corresponding to one of three possible positions as shown in the inset at top right). In (a) the mechanical advantage of the epidermis (h) was spatially randomized according to a triangular probability density function with mode 1.6 and range [1.35, 2.0]. Although the maximum value for h occurring in this model run was 1.867, the prevailing lower values of h dominated stomatal behaviour in the areole, and early oscillations were damped out. In (b), the entire areole was assigned a value of 1.867 for h, the model run was repeated, and oscillations resulted. This indicates that in (a) the oscillatory tendencies of the high-h stoma were masked by interactions with neighbouring non-oscillatory stomata. From Haefner et al. (1997) ; used with the permission of Plant, Cell and Environment.
ized in addition to initial conditions, the model predicted areole was assigned a high value of h (1.867), every stoma oscillated (Fig. 1b) , but if h was spatially randomized, an that the behaviour of an individual stoma could not necessarily be predicted by its own characteristics because individual stoma with that same high value of h would not oscillate if its neighbours had been randomly assigned neighbouring stomata could exert a controlling influence. Model runs were performed in which the mechanical lower values of h (Fig. 1a) . This means that the behaviour of each individual stoma was determined at the level of advantage of the epidermis (h) was spatially randomized using a triangular probability density function with a the areole, and the behaviour of each areole was determined by complex interactions among its component mode of 1.6 and range from 1.35 to 2.0. (The mechanical advantage was chosen for randomization because stomata. This result had interesting implications for the preliminary results showed that stomatal behaviour was particularly sensitive to this parameter, and because theorbehaviour of different areoles within a leaf. The oscillatory amplitude and period of stomatal oscillations were found etical analyses of guard cell mechanics suggest that small differences in guard and epidermal cell dimensions could to vary among areoles when h was spatially randomized. A given value of Dw caused some areoles to oscillate only cause this parameter to vary substantially.) If an entire ]=350 mmol mol−1, [O 2 ]=20 mmol mol−1, leaf temperature=25±0.2°C ). Conductance timecourses are accompanied in (A) by graphical images of the spatial variation in conductance from the model, and in (B) by fluorescence images of the leaf for which gas-exchange measurements were being taken (the technique of inferring stomatal conductance from chorophyll fluorescence images is described elsewhere, Mott et al., 1993) . In both cases, brighter areas correspond to areas of higher stomatal conductance. The thin lines for both (A) and (B) represent average conductance for several selected areoles over time (determined explicitly for the model and inferred from pixel intensity for the leaf ). The single thick line in each graph shows the average leaf conductance (determined explicitly for the model, and by gas-exchange measurements for the leaf ). From Haefner et al. (1997) ; used with the permission of Plant, Cell and Environment.
slightly, whereas other areoles oscillated with a large Experimental approaches amplitude ( Fig. 2a) . Because the oscillatory period also
To test for the existence of the hydraulic mechanisms varied among areoles, areoles began to oscillate out of described above, Mott et al. (1997) used a small gas flow phase. The resulting effect was very similar to patterns of applied to the surface of a leaf of Xanthium strumarium stomatal patchiness observed in leaves ( Fig. 2b) .
L. with a needle (inside diameter=80 mm) to control the Although the model reproduced some aspects of patchy humidity for a small area of an intact leaf independently stomatal conductance, other features were not predicted.
of the humidity for the rest of the leaf. Stomatal apertures First, differences in areole behaviour in the model were were observed with a light microscope during the expericaused mostly by differences in their oscillatory periods, ments. Although it was impossible to perturb the humidity so it took a long time for these oscillations to go out of of a single stoma while maintaining constant humidity phase. Also, the model never predicted a steady, high for the surrounding stomata (because of the high conductance to occur for one areole at the same time diffusional velocity of water vapour at the scale of an that another areole had a steady, low conductance. It is individual stoma), it was possible to produce humidity possible that hydraulic interactions between areoles, mediperturbations for small regions of a leaf containing four ated by changes in xylem water potential and therefore to eight stomata. Within this region, one or two stomata excluded from this model, could force areole oscillations experienced a humidity that was approximately equal to out of phase more rapidly. Furthermore, although this that of the needle gas, while the others experienced model did not incorporate random variation in other humidity levels somewhere between that of the needle gas critical parameters for stomatal functioning, such variand that of the ambient air (Fig. 3) . ation could increase the potential range of stomatal These experiments showed that an increase or decrease in the humidity of the ambient air caused almost identical behaviour. Fig. 3 . The effect on stomatal apertures in an intact leaf of Xanthium strumarium L. of decreasing ambient water vapour pressure (e wv ) while maintaining a constant e wv for the needle gas stream (see text). The black lines show the isobars for e wv produced by the needle flow, and the numbers inside each isobar refer to the prevailing e wv as a percentage of the difference in e wv between the needle gas stream and ambient air. The graph shows stomatal aperture as a function of time; e wv of the primary stream was decreased from 2.09 kPa to 1.10 kPa at time zero, while e wv of the needle flow was kept at approximately 2.1 kPa. The picture shows the arrangement of the stomata that were measured, and the numbers on each stoma correspond to the numbers of the lines in the graph. The scale mark at the lower left of the picture is 50 mm. From Mott et al. (1997) ; used with permission of Plant, Cell and Environment.
responses of all stomata in the viewing field, despite the those experiments the wet and dry air capillaries were separated by much greater distances (600 mm versus fact that stomata closest to the needle were receiving little or no perturbation in humidity. All stomata showed an 200 mm) than the spatial extent of the humidity gradients and stomatal interactions observed in Mott et al. (1997) . initial transient opening response to a decrease in humidity followed by a slower closing response (Fig. 3b) . A Lange et al. (1971) also used epidermal peels floated on water; this set-up excludes any non-epidermal water pathsimilar response, but of smaller magnitude, was observed when the humidity of the needle flow was decreased and ways and provides an essentially infinite water supply at a very high water potential and low resistance, perhaps the ambient humidity was held constant (data not shown; see Mott et al., 1997) .
limiting the range of influence of local changes in epidermal water potential. Lange et al. (1971) performed similar experiments in which neighbouring groups of stomata were exposed to These data suggest the presence of some sort of signal among neighbouring stomata. Although there are several streams of wet or dry air using microcapillaries and, in contrast to the results of Mott et al. (1997) , reported that possibilities for this signal, hydraulic interactions are consistent with the observed response and offer the simstomata appeared to respond only to the moisture of the air to which they were directly exposed. However, in plest explanation. To test whether hydraulic mechanisms could produce the effects seen in these experiments, the as ABA. These hypotheses remain to be tested.
